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Abstract 

 

In this dissertation, the accuracy and reliability of non-linear finite element computations in 

application to surgical simulation is evaluated. The evaluation is performed through 

comparison between the experiment and finite element analysis of indentation of soft tissue 

phantom and human brain phantom. The evaluation is done in terms of the forces acting on 

the cylindrical Aluminium indenter and deformation of the phantoms due to these forces. 

The deformation of the phantoms is measured by tracking 3D motions of X-ray opaque 

markers implanted in the direct neighbourhood under the indenter using a custom-made bi-

plane X-ray image intensifiers (XRII) system. The phantoms are made of Sylgard® 527 gel 

to simulate the hyperelastic constitutive behaviour of the brain tissue. The phantoms are 

prepared layer by layer to facilitate the implantation of the X-ray opaque markers. The 

modelling of soft tissue phantom indentation and human brain phantom indentation is 

performed using the ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element solver. Realistic geometry model 

of the human brain phantom obtained from Magnetic Resonance images is used. Specific 

constitutive properties of the phantom layers determined through uniaxial compression tests 

are used in the model. The models accurately predict the indentation force-displacement 

relations and marker displacements in both soft tissue phantom indentation and human 

brain phantom indentation. Good agreement between the experimental and modelling 

results verifies the reliability and accuracy of the finite element analysis techniques used in 

this study and confirms the predictive power of these techniques in application to surgical 

simulation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Development of realistic surgical simulation systems requires accurate modelling of soft 

organs and their interactions with surgical instruments in typical surgical procedures such 

as needle insertion, incision and dissection. Surgical simulation involves prediction of the 

forces acting on the surgical instruments and prediction of soft organ deformation due to 

these forces. In practice, numerical methods of computational solid mechanics such as 

finite element analysis are used for such predictions (Alterovitz et al. 2003, Hing et al. 

2007, Wittek et al. 2008a, Jordan et al. 2009). As surgical procedures typically induce large 

deformation to the soft organ (Hing et al. 2007, Wittek et al. 2007, 2008) and soft tissues 

exhibit non-linear constitutive behaviour (Fung 1993, Mendis et al. 1995, Bilston et al. 

1997, 2001, Miller and Chinzei 1997, 2002, Farshad et al. 1999, Miller et al. 2000), non-

linear finite element procedures that take into account both geometric (i.e. finite 

deformation) and constitutive non-linearities must be used.  

When modelling typical surgical procedures, accuracy of the prediction of surgical 

instrument forces and soft organ deformation is a key issue. Accurately predicted surgical 

instrument forces and soft organ deformation can help the surgeon to plan and perform the 

surgical interventions through surgical navigation and consequently reduce the risk of 

adverse effect.  
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1.2 Objectives of this study 

 

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of non-linear 

finite element analysis in application to surgical simulation. The evaluation is conducted by 

the means of experiment and non-linear finite element analysis of indentation of soft tissue 

and soft organ substitutes: the soft tissue phantom and the human brain phantom (Fig 1.1). 

Replacing actual tissue and organ with the silicone gel phantoms allows the experiments to 

be performed under accurately controlled conditions and eliminates the modelling 

uncertainties such as determining patient-specific constitutive properties for the soft tissue 

and formulating appropriate boundary conditions for the soft organ.  

 

 
Fig 1.1 The soft tissue phantom (left) and the human brain phantom (right) used in this study. 
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The evaluation of the reliability and accuracy of finite element models is conducted 

in terms of their ability to predict the forces acting on the surgical instruments (indenter) 

and the deformation of the phantoms due to these forces. Deformation of the phantoms are 

determined by tracking 3D motions of implanted X-ray opaque markers using a custom-

built bi-plane X-ray image intensifier (XRII) system (Surgical Assist Technology Group, 

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology-AIST, Tsukuba, Japan). 

The markers are planted following a pattern designed to minimise the occlusion between 

the markers during X-ray imaging while sufficiently covering the whole volume of the soft 

tissue phantom and the direct neighbourhood of indentation in the human brain phantom 

(the part of human brain phantom directly under the indenter). To facilitate the preparation 

of the marker patterns, the phantoms are prepared layer by layer.  

Initially, the experimental and modelling techniques were verified by conducting 

experiments and finite element analysis of indentation of the soft tissue phantom. The 

results of this verification have been published in the Computational Mechanics for 

Medicine Worksop IV in 2009th International Conference of Medical Imaging Computing 

and Computer Assisted Intervention-MICCAI (Ma et al. 2009a). Then the verified 

techniques were applied to study indentation of the human brain phantom, which closely 

resembles brain neurosurgical procedures such as needle insertion. A paper containing the 

results of human brain phantom indentation experiment and simulation has been accepted 

for publication in the Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering 

(CMBBE) journal (Ma et al. 2009b). 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 

 

In this study, the evaluation of the reliability and accuracy of finite element analysis in 

application to surgical simulation is performed by comparing the experimental results 

obtained from the indentation experiments and modelling results computed by the non-

linear finite element models. As indicated in the study scheme shown in Fig 1.2, the 

subsequent sections present the following topics. 

Chapter 2 includes a review of the recent developments in surgical simulation. A 

description of X-ray image intensifier system is also presented. 

Chapter 3 reviews the indentation experiments conducted on the soft tissue phantom 

and the human brain phantom. The preparations of the phantoms and the X-ray opaque 

marker patterns are covered. The experimental settings are documented. The determination 

of the specific material constants for the finite element model is also included. 

Chapter 4 describes the determination of the displacements of the X-ray opaque 

markers. Distortion correction of the X-ray images and calibration of the custom-built X-

ray image intensifier system are described. The 3D motions of the markers are tracked by 

an in-house code implemented in Matlab®. The 3D displacements of the markers are 

reconstructed through triangulation. 

Chapter 5 deals with the non-linear finite element analysis of indentation of the soft 

tissue phantom and the human brain phantom using ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element 

solver. The procedures applied to generate the finite element meshes of the phantoms are 
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described. The element types, loading, contact formulations, and boundary conditions used 

in the model are introduced.  

Chapter 6 compares the experimental and modelling results in terms of the forces 

acting on the indenter and deformation of the phantoms (indicated by the displacements of 

the implanted X-ray opaque markers). The discrepancies between the experimental and 

modelling results and possible sources are described. 

Chapter 7 contains the discussion and conclusions of this study and describes 

possible advancements in the future.  

 

 

Fig 1.2 Study scheme: The experimental and modelling techniques were initially verified by 

experiments and finite element analysis of soft tissue phantom indentation. Then the verified 

techniques were applied to study indentation of the human brain phantom. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review* 

 

 

2.1 Surgical simulation 

  

Recent advances in computer science, automation and robotic technologies, especially the 

emergence of robotic surgery systems such as da Vinci® surgical system and ZUES® 

robotic surgical system (Lorincz 2003, Pott et al. 2005) as well as advances in 3D 

visualisation and virtual reality system (Burdea 1996, McCloy and Stone 2001) provoke the 

interest in the development of realistic surgical simulation systems. Realistic surgical 

simulation systems are not only useful in providing an effective method for surgical 

training and permitting practice of typical surgical interventions without compromise of 

patients’ safety, but also can be used in providing an objective assessment of surgeons’ 

skills and performing pre-operative and intra-operative surgical planning for robot-assisted 

surgery (Satava 2001, Liu et al. 2003, Misra 2008).  

 

* Portions of this chapter were published in the Computational Mechanics for Medicine Worksop 

IV in 2009th International Conference of Medical Imaging Computing and Computer Assisted 

Intervention-MICCAI and accepted for publication to the Computer Methods in Biomechanics and 

Biomedical Engineering (CMBBE) Journal. 
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Accurate modelling of soft organs and their interactions with surgical instruments in 

typical surgical procedures such as needle insertion, incision and dissection forms a key 

research subject in the development of high-fidelity realistic surgical simulation systems. 

Previous studies have attempted to model the interactions between the surgical instruments 

and soft organ using a variety of approaches, which can be summarised into four main 

categories (1) mass-spring models (Meier et al 2005, Hu et al. 2008, San Vicente et al 

2009), (2) phenomenological models (Alterovitz et al. 2003, Simone and Okamura 2003, 

DiMaio and Salcudean 2003, 2005, Okamura et al. 2004), (3) linear finite element methods 

based on linear elasticity (Cotin et al. 2000, Wu and Heng 2005, Hing et al. 2007) and (4) 

non-linear finite element methods based on hyperelasticity and viscoelasticity (Wittek et al. 

2007, 2008, Jordan et al. 2009). 

Mass-spring models are composed of networks of discrete point masses connected 

by spring-damper elements. A spring-damper element is represented by an idealised mass-

free spring and a velocity - dependent damping element. Hu et al. (2008) employed an 

improved mass-spring model for real-time modelling of tissue cutting. San Vicente et al. 

(2009) reported a maxillofacial surgery simulation using a mass-spring model derived from 

continuum and the scaled displacement method. The major advantage of mass - spring 

model is the simplicity of its mesh therefore it is possible to compute real-time response 

even when a fairly large and complex system is modelled. However, the local structure of 

mass-spring model impedes the global propagation of deformation. An object modelled in 

this way does not maintain a constant volume (Meier et al. 2005). Therefore mass-spring 

model is not suitable for the simulation of very soft organ or large deformation. 

Phenomenological models rely on fitting various functions to experimentally 

obtained force-displacement curves to simulate the interactions between the surgical 
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instruments and soft organ. Phenomenological models were utilised to simulate needle 

insertion into soft tissue in which the needle forces were described as function of insertion 

depth and relative velocity between the needle and soft tissue (Simone and Okamura 2003, 

DiMaio and Salcudean 2003, 2005, Okamura et al. 2004). The application of 

phenomenological models made it possible to build interactive surgical simulators with 

real-time kinaesthetic and visual feedback (DiMaio and Salcudean 2005). However, the 

results predicted by phenomenological models are valid only for the specific surgical 

instruments and boundary conditions of the soft organs used in the experiments from which 

the models are derived. This implies that the predictive power of phenomenological models 

is very limited.  

Applying appropriate numerical methods of computational solid mechanics to 

predict forces acting on surgical instruments and deformation of soft organ due to these 

forces in surgical simulation eliminates the drawback of phenomenological models and 

mass-spring models. In practice, finite element methods are used for such predictions; see 

e.g. (Cotin et al. 2000, Wu and Heng 2005, Hing et al. 2007, Wittek et al. 2007, 2008, 

Jordan et al. 2009).  

With notable exception of Wittek et al. (2007, 2008), previous studies generally 

used linear finite element procedures for surgical simulation. For instance, Cotin et al. 

(2000) developed linear finite element models for modelling real-time cutting, deformation 

and force feedback for surgical training and simulation. Wu and Heng (2005) used an 

interactive linear finite element model for simulating the surgical process of organ 

deformation, cutting, dragging, and poking. Hing et al. (2007) developed a linear finite 

element model for needle insertion and withdrawal that can be used to generate a 1-DOF 

force versus position profile.  
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However, it should be noted that the key assumptions of linear elasticity regarding 

the infinitesimally small deformation and linear stress-strain relations of soft tissue are 

violated in surgical procedures. This is because the surgical procedures typically induce 

large deformation and can lead to rigid body motion of the entire soft organ (Hing et al. 

2007, Wittek et al. 2007, 2008). Moreover, it is well documented that soft tissues exhibit 

non-linear constitutive behaviour (Fung 1993, Mendis et al. 1995, Bilston et al. 1997, 2001, 

Miller and Chinzei 1997, 2002, Farshad et al. 1999, Miller et al. 2000). Therefore, in 

surgical simulations, non-linear finite element procedures that take into account both 

geometric (i.e. finite deformation) and constitutive non-linearities must be used.  

Though non-linear finite element procedures have not been widely used in surgical 

simulation, its application can be found in a closely related field-biomedical simulation. For 

instance, Chung et al. (2008) utilised non-linear finite element techniques to develop a 

biomechanical model of mammographic compressions. Al-Mayah et al. (2008) employed a 

non-linear finite element model to investigate the effect of contact surfaces and hyperelastic 

material properties on the mechanical behaviour of human lungs. Barbarino et al. (2008) 

developed a non-linear 3D finite element model of the face aims at a faithful representation 

of the anatomy, the mechanical interactions between different tissues and the non-linear 

deformation characteristic of the tissue. These studies typically involve the prediction of 

soft tissue deformation and interactions.  

However, it is difficult to achieve good accuracy in surgical simulation even if fully 

non-linear finite element procedures considering geometrical and material non-linearities 

are applied in the model. For instance, Wittek et al. (2008) used non-linear finite element 

procedures implemented in the commercial finite element code LS-DYNATM to compute  
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the forces acting on the instrument and soft organ deformation during needle insertion and 

indentation into the swine brain. However, the magnitude of force prediction was 

overestimated by approximately 25% in the case of indentation and underestimated by 

approximately 30% in the case of needle insertion. Wittek et al. (2008) provided only a 

very general discussion of possible sources of the discrepancies between the experimental 

and modelling results and did not conduct quantitative analysis of these sources. This can 

be attributed to the fact that when modelling such complex phenomena as indentation or 

needle insertion in the actual brain, it is very difficult to distinguish between the 

inaccuracies due to the numerical techniques used (e.g. the reliability and accuracy of finite 

element model deteriorates when the elements become severely distorted due to large 

deformations) and the modelling uncertainties regarding the constitutive properties of soft 

tissue and boundary conditions of an soft organ.  

Generic properties are not sufficient for patient-specific computations in surgery 

simulations because of large variability inherent to biological tissue (Miller 2002, Miller et 

al. 2009). Despite recent progress in elastography using ultrasound (Salcudean et al. 2006) 

and Magnetic Resonance (Sinkus et al. 2005, McCracken et al. 2005), commonly accepted 

non-invasive methods of measuring patient-specific properties of the brain tissue have not 

been established yet.  

Moreover, appropriate formulation of the boundary conditions for an organ also 

poses significant challenges (Wittek et al. 2007, Miller et al. 2009). For instance, there are 

very limited quantitative data about the constitutive properties of the brain meningeal layers 

and the interaction mechanism between these layers that can be used to formulate boundary 

conditions for the brain. 
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2.2 Custom-built bi-plane X-ray image intensifier system used 

for determining phantom deformation 

 

X-ray image intensifier based X-ray imaging systems, such as C-arm fluoroscopic devices 

have been widely used in surgical navigation and motion tracking of surgical instruments 

(Hofstetter et al. 2000, Acosta et al. 2004, Hott 2004). Hing et al. (2007) used a dual C-arm 

fluoroscopy setup to track implanted X-ray opaque markers to measure the deformation of 

soft tissue during needle insertion. In this study, a custom-built bi-plane X-ray image 

intensifier system (Surgical Assist Technology Group, National Institute of Advanced 

Industrial Science and Technology-AIST, Japan) was used to track the 3D motions of X-ray 

opaque markers planted in the soft tissue phantom and human brain phantom to determine 

the deformation of the phantoms.   

An X-ray image intensifier (XRII) is an imaging device that allows low intensity X-

rays to be magnified and converted into a live image sequence that can be displayed on a 

TV screen (Fig 2.1). Firstly, the incident X-rays are absorbed by an input sulphur screen 

and converted into a light image. On the inner surface of the input sulphur screen, a 

photocathode is formed, where the light image is converted into a photoelectron image. 

Then, the photoelectron image is accelerated and focused by an electric field (electric lens) 

consisting of an input window, focused electrodes and an anode to collide with an output 

sulphur screen. After that, the output sulphur screen again, converts this photoelectron into 

a visible light image. Finally, the light image is recorded by a CCD camera.  
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Fig 2.1 An X-ray image intensifier (XRII) is an imaging device that allows low intensity X-rays to 

be magnified and converted into a live image sequence that can be displayed on a TV screen (Image 

adapted from Phoenix-xray http://www.phoenix-xray.com). 

 

To accurately determine the positions of the X-ray opaque markers from the 

recorded X-ray images, it is necessary to correct the geometrical distortion inherent to these 

images. Distortion correction is the transformation process used to project multiple 

distorted images onto one distortion free image surface so the geometrical distortion of the 

distorted images can be removed. In the literature, the geometrical distortion patterns of X-

ray image intensifier and correction algorithms are well documented (see e.g. Gronenschild 

1997, 1999, Fahrig et al. 1997, Broers et al. 2002, Fantozzi et al. 2003).  

In the cases that involve quantitative measurements such as dimension, depth and 

motion, it is necessary to conduct camera calibration to determine the intrinsic and extrinsic 

camera parameters. One of the most commonly used projection model is the pinhole 

camera model in which rectilinear projection is assumed. The calibration methods and 
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algorithms are well established for pinhole camera model. (Heikkil and Silven 1997, Zhang 

1999, 2000, Tsai 1987, Hartley and Zisserman 2003). Though X-ray image intensifiers 

such as the ones used in this study are more complicated in structure and work in quite 

different principles; previous studies generally use pinhole camera model to approximate 

the X-ray projection geometry of such devices (Navab et al. 1998, Mischke et al. 2003, 

Hing et al. 2007).  
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Chapter 3: Experiments 

 

 

3.1 Indentation of the soft tissue phantom* 

 

3.1.1 Preparation of the soft tissue phantom 

 

The soft tissue phantom (Fig 3.1) was made of Sylgard® 527 A&B silicone gel (Dow 

Corning Silicones, Midland, MI, USA) which has been used by Brands et al. (1999, 2000) 

to simulate the mechanical responses of brain tissue. Altogether 12 X-ray opaque markers 

(steel beads with a diameter of 0.3 mm) were planted into the soft tissue phantom to capture 

its deformation under indentation. These steel beads were selected because of their size, 

which was determined to be small enough to not affect the mechanical properties of the soft 

tissue phantom. The markers were planted following a pattern (Fig 3.2) designed to 

minimise the occlusion between markers during X-ray imaging while sufficiently covering 

the entire volume of soft tissue phantom. The soft tissue phantom and the marker pattern 

were prepared in a cylindrical mould (Fig 3.1). 

 

* The contents of section 3.1 were published in the Computational Mechanics for Medicine 

Worksop IV in 2009th International Conference of Medical Imaging Computing and Computer 

Assisted Intervention-MICCAI. 
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Fig 3.1 The soft tissue phantom and the marker pattern were prepared in a cylindrical mould. 

 

 

Fig 3.2 The marker pattern designed to minimise the occlusion between the markers during X-ray 

imaging while sufficiently covering the entire volume of the soft tissue phantom.  
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In order to place the X-ray opaque markers according to the designed pattern, the 

soft tissue phantom was prepared layer by layer (Fig 3.3). For each layer, a small amount of 

the Sylgard® 527 gel was prepared by mixing Sylgard® 527 A and B parts at the ratio of 1 

to 1. Then the mixture was well stirred and poured into the cylindrical mould. The mixture 

was kept in oven at the temperature of 60 � for 24 hours until it reached the non-flow state 

(Sylgard® 527 gel product specifications). After that, the markers were manually placed on 

the congealed gel surface with a tweezers according to a custom-made template following 

the design of the marker pattern (Fig 3.3a). This procedure was repeated until the marker 

pattern and the soft tissue phantom were fully constructed (Fig 3.3b). 

 

 
Fig 3.3 Preparation of the soft tissue phantom. (a) The markers were placed on the congealed gel 

surface following the pattern design. (b) This procedure was repeated to construct the marker 

pattern and the soft tissue phantom.  

 

As only a small amount of gel was used for each layer, it was difficult to ensure that 

the Sylgard® 527 A and B parts were mixed exactly at the ratio of 1 to 1 for every layer. 

Therefore, it was expected that different gel layers may exhibit different mechanical 
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properties. To facilitate the determination of the specific material constants for each layer, a 

cylindrical sample (height of approximately 24 mm and diameter of approximately 30 mm) 

was made from the same batch of gel used in every soft tissue phantom layer (Fig 3.4). The 

soft tissue phantom and the samples were cured under the same condition.  

 

 

Fig 3.4 To facilitate determination of the specific material constants for each layer, a cylindrical 

sample (height of approximately 24 mm and diameter of approximately 30 mm) was made from the 

same batch of gel used in every soft tissue phantom layer. 

 

3.1.2 Experimental setup of the soft tissue phantom indentation  

  

Indentation experiments of the soft tissue phantom were performed by a custom-built 

apparatus consisting of a linear motion drive with a load cell and a stationary base (Fig 3.5). 

The cylindrical mould of the soft tissue phantom was removed before the experiment. In 

the experiment, the bottom surface of the soft tissue phantom was rigidly constrained by a 
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sand paper glued to the stationary base (Fig 3.5). The indenter was attached to the load cell 

by a connecting shaft. The linear motion of the indenter was realised by a lead screw. In 

this study, only the forces acting in the longitudinal direction of the indenter were measured 

and analysed because the indenter was much stiffer than the soft tissue phantom and no 

indenter or shaft deflection was observed. 

 

 

Fig 3.5 The experimental apparatus consists of a linear motion drive, a load cell, and a stationary 

base. The bottom surface of the soft tissue phantom was rigidly constrained by a sand paper glued 

to the stationary base. The indenter was attached to the load cell by a connecting shaft. Solid 

cylindrical Aluminium indenter with a diameter of 10 mm and chamfer of 0.5×0.5 mm was used. 

 

A Solid cylindrical Aluminium indenter with a diameter of 10 mm and chamfer of 

0.5×0.5 mm was used (Fig 3.5). The indentation speed was kept constant at 1 mm/s and the 

maximum indentation depth (the indenter displacement measured from the start of contact 

between the indenter and the soft tissue phantom until the indenter reached the farthest 
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point of indentation) was approximately 10 mm. The displacement of the indenter was 

measured by a laser range scanner. The indentation forces and indenter displacement were 

acquired at the sampling rate of 30 Hz. 

Indentations were executed at the same place of the soft tissue phantom three times. 

The indenter force-displacement relations (see Fig 3.6) show good repeatability of the 

experimental results. In this plot, the low frequency noise appears in the indenter force-

displacement relations because the indenter motion is realised by a lead screw. At the 

indentation depth of 10 mm the indenter force is approximately 1 N. 

 

 

Fig 3.6 Force-displacement relations obtained from four indentation experiments conducted at the 

same place of the soft tissue phantom show good repeatability of the experimental results. The low 

frequency noise appears in the indenter force-displacement relations because the indenter motion is 

realised by a lead screw. At the indentation depth of 10 mm the indenter force is approximately 1 N. 
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3.2 Indentation of the human brain phantom** 

 

The experimental methods and techniques initially developed and verified on soft tissue 

phantom indentation were applied to study indentation of the human brain phantom. 

 

3.2.1 Preparation of the human brain phantom 

 

The layer-by-layer manufacturing techniques were applied to prepare the human brain 

phantom (Fig 3.7) with an identical pattern arrangement of X-ray opaque markers and the 

same soft tissue substitution material (Sylgard® 527 silicone gel). The X-ray opaque 

markers were planted in the direct neighbourhood of indentation (the part of the human 

brain phantom directly under the indenter) to sufficiently cover this area (a cylindrical 

volume with a diameter of approximately 60 mm and a depth of approximately 20 mm). 

The human brain phantom was confined in a human skull cast (3B Scientific, Hamburg, 

Germany) to approximate the anatomical constraint of the skull. A rectangular (80×40 mm) 

hole was cut on the top of the human skull cast to allow the indenter to access the human 

brain phantom (Fig 3.7). 

 

** The contents of section 3.2 were accepted for publication to the Computer Methods in 

Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering (CMBBE) Journal  
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Fig 3.7 The human brain phantom was confined in a human skull cast to approximate the constraint 

of the skull. A rectangular (80×40 mm) hole was cut on the top of the human skull cast to allow the 

indenter to access the human brain phantom. 

 

3.2.2 Experimental setup of the human brain phantom indentation  

 

Indentation experiments of the human brain phantom were performed by the same custom-

built experimental apparatus used in the soft tissue phantom indentation. The human skull 

cast that contains the human brain phantom was supported by a plaster base rigidly glued to 

the stationary base (Fig 3.8). Following experimental setup of the soft tissue phantom 

indentation, the same solid cylindrical aluminium indenter was used and the indentation 

speed was kept constant at 1 mm/s. The maximum indentation depth (the indenter 

displacement measured from the start of contact between the indenter and the human brain 

phantom until the indenter reached the farthest point of indentation) was 9.5 mm.  
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Fig 3.8 Indentation experiments of the human brain phantom were done by the same experimental 

apparatus used in the soft tissue phantom indentation experiment.  

 

 
Fig 3.9 Force-displacement relations obtained from three indentation experiments conducted at the 

same place of the human brain phantom show good repeatability of the experimental results. At the 

indentation depth of 9.5 mm the indenter force is approximately 0.97 N. 
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Indentations were executed at the same place of the human brain phantom three 

times. The indenter force-displacement relations (Fig 3.9) show good repeatability of the 

experimental results. In this plot, the low frequency noise appears in the indenter force-

displacement relations because the indenter motion is realised by a lead screw. At the 

indentation depth of 9.5 mm the indenter force is approximately 0.97 N. 

 

3.3 Determining the specific material properties *** 

 

The soft tissue phantom and human brain phantom are used to simulate brain tissue and 

actual brain in this study. The mechanical responses of brain tissue in compression and in 

tension have been investigated by Miller and Chinzei (1997, 2002). Brain tissue exhibits 

very complex constitutive behaviours. The stress-strain relations obtained in compression 

and in tension are non-linear and it is obviously impractical to estimate Young’s modulus 

from these stress-strain relations. Moreover, the brain tissue is much stiffer in compression 

than in tension. To account for such complicated behaviour, Miller and Chinzei used the 

Ogden-based hyperviscoelastic constitutive law (Miller and Chinzei, 2002). However, in 

the compression tests taken to determine the specific mechanical properties of the Sylgard® 

527 gel used in the phantoms, it is clear that Sylgard® 527 gel does not exhibit significant 

strain-rate dependency at the low strain rate used in this study. Therefore the viscoelasticity  

*** The contents of section 3.3 were published in the Computational Mechanics for Medicine 

Worksop IV in 2009th International Conference of Medical Imaging Computing and Computer 

Assisted Intervention-MICCAI and accepted for publication to the Computer Methods in 

Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering (CMBBE) Journal. 
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is neglected and Ogden-type hyperelastic constitutive law (Ogden 1972, 1997) is used, 

� �
��

��
	
�

� � 
�
� � 


� � 3),                                                                       3.1 

where � is a potential function, 
�s are principal stretches, � is the relaxed shear modulus, 

and � is a material coefficient that can assume any value without any restrictions. Ogden-

type hyperelastic model is chosen over Neo-Hookean or Mooney-Rivilin (Macosko 1994, 

Ogden 1972, 1997) model because it has an additional tuneable parameter so it can more 

closely simulate the mechanical response of Sylgard® 527 gel.  

It was noticed that small difference in the mixing ratio of the Sylgard® 527 A and B 

parts could result in significant difference in the mechanical properties of the cured gel. 

Therefore, the cylindrical samples made along with the layers of the phantoms were tested 

by uniaxial compression experiments to determine the specific material constants for the 

phantom layers. In the compression tests, the top and bottom surfaces of the gel samples 

were rigidly constrained in horizontal direction as shown in Fig 3.10.  

 

 
Fig 3.10 Compression tests used to determine the material constants of the phantom layers. (a) 

Experimental setup of the uniaxial compression tests (b) Photograph of the compression test. 
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Following Morriss et al. (2008), the specific material constants of the samples were 

determined by calibrating non-linear finite element models of the compression tests using 

ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element solver (Providence, RI, USA). Nine loading cycles 

were executed on each sample at three different constant loading speeds of 10, 50 and 500 

mm/min to assess the repeatability of the results and evaluate strain-rate dependency of the 

constitutive properties of the Sylgard® 527 gel. The average Lagrange stress-true strain 

relations obtained at three different loading speeds on one gel sample are shown in Fig 

3.11a. As clearly indicated, when the loading speed increased by 50 times, the relaxed shear 

modulus � of the Sylgard® 527 gel increased by less than 5%. Therefore, the strain-rate 

dependency of Sylgard® 527 gel is negligible at the low strain rate used in this study. Fig 

3.11b shows the typical average force-displacement relation obtained from the compression 

tests and the corresponding modelling results. It is obvious that the Ogden-type hyperelastic 

law can closely approximate the mechanical response of Sylgard® 527 gel. 

 

   

Fig 3.11 The results of the uniaxial compression tests: (a) Experimental Lagrange stress-true strain 

relations obtained at three loading speeds show that the strain-rate dependency of the constitutive 

properties of the Sylgard® 527 gel is not significant. (b) Comparison of force-displacement relations 

between experiment average and modelling results.  
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Altogether 81 uniaxial compression tests were conducted on 9 gel samples to 

determine the constitutive properties of the layers of the phantoms. The Ogden type 

hyperelastic material constants (eq. 3.1) determined for the layers of the soft tissue phantom 

and the human brain phantom are listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.1 Ogden type Hyperelastic material constants for the layers of the soft tissue phantom 

determined by calibrating the non-linear finite element models of uniaxial compression of the gel 

samples to average experimental results using ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element solver. 

Layer �	��� � 

1 2200 4.2 

2 2750 5 

3 2225 5.1 

4 2750 5 

5 2300 3 

 

 

Table 3.2 Ogden type Hyperelastic material constants for the layers of the human brain phantom 

determined by calibrating the non-linear finite element models of uniaxial compression of the gel 

samples to average experimental results using ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element solver. 

Layer �	��� � 

1 1875 4.9 

2 1325 4.1 

3 2300 3 

4 3000 5 
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Chapter 4: Determination of Phantom Deformation* 

 

 

4.1 The custom-built bi-plane X-ray image intensifier system 

 

In this study the deformation of the phantoms was determined by tracking 3D motions of 

the X-ray opaque markers planted in the gel phantoms. Fig 4.1 shows the custom-built bi-

plane X-ray image intensifier (XRII) system (Surgical Assist Technology Group, National 

Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology-AIST, Tsukuba, Japan) used for 

3D motion tracking of the X-ray opaque markers. This system consists of two sets of X-ray 

sources and X-ray image intensifiers (type E5881J-P1, Toshiba Electron Tubes & Devices, 

Otawara, Japan) and an imaging acquisition unit (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). 

The X-ray image intensifiers provide sufficiently high resolution (77LP/cm) and contrast 

(22:1) for tracking the motion of the markers. The two X-ray image intensifiers were 

positioned so that their imaging planes were orthogonal to each other, allowing 

synchronised bi-plane real-time imaging of the markers and indenter motions during the 

experiments (Fig 4.1). The X-ray images were captured by the image acquisition unit at 30 

frames per second and a resolution of 640×480 pixels. Fig 4.2 shows the X-ray images of 

the soft tissue phantom taken by the left and right X-ray image intensifiers. 

* Portions of this chapter were accepted for publication to the Computer Methods in Biomechanics 

and Biomedical Engineering (CMBBE) Journal. 
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Fig 4.1 The custom-built bi-plane X-ray image intensifier system consists of two sets of X-ray 

sources and XRIIs. The two XRIIs were positioned so that their imaging planes were orthogonal to 

each other, allowing synchronised real-time imaging of the markers and indenter motions. 

 

 

Fig 4.2 The X-ray images of the soft tissue phantom taken by the left (a) and right (b) X-ray image 

intensifiers. 
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4.2 Distortion correction of the X-ray images 

 

To accurately determine the positions of the X-ray opaque markers in the recorded X-ray 

images, the geometrical distortion of the X-ray images needs to be removed. In an X-ray 

image intensifier system, there are three main types of distortion: radial distortion, 

tangential distortion and spiral distortion (Fig 4.3). The distortion is induced by two parts: 

(1) the X-ray image intensifier induces pincushion distortion (positive radial distortion, see 

Fig 4.3a) caused by projecting a flat surface onto a global surface (the input sulphur screen 

of the X-ray image intensifier) and spiral distortion (Fig 4.3c) caused by the deflection of 

electrons due to earth’s magnetic field (Gronenschild 1997, 1999); and (2) the CCD camera 

applied to capture the intensified light images also induces radial and tangential distortions 

(Fig 4.3b) due to imperfection of the lens elements (Weng et al. 1992, Heikkil and Silven 

1997, Hartley and Zisserman 2003). In the recorded X-ray images, the effect of spiral 

distortion was found to be negligible (Fig 4.5b). Therefore, in this study, only radial and 

tangential distortions were considered. By combining the radial and tangential distortion 

components, the total distortion ���, ���� at an image point Q	
, �� in the camera reference 

frame (CRF) can be summarised in the following expression (Weng et al. 1992, Heikkil and 

Silven 1997, Hartley and Zisserman 2003), 

����� � ���
��� � ��
���
������ � ������� � 2��
�� � ��	�� � 2
�����	�� � 2���� � 2��
����,                                      4.1 

where 	
�, ���  is the coordinate of image point Q with respect to the principal point 

(centroid) of the image plane; � � √
�� � ��� is the distance from image point Q to the 
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principal point, ��, �� are the coefficients of radial distortion, and ��, �� are the coefficients 

of tangential distortion.  

 

 

Fig 4.3 Three main types of geometrical distortions in X-ray Image Intensifier system: (a) radial 

distortion (in positive form, also known as pincushion distortion), (b) tangential distortion and (c) 

spiral distortion. 

 

The distortion coefficients were computed using the Camera Calibration Toolbox 

for Matlab® developed by Bouguet (c1999-2008) in which radial and tangential distortions 

are modelled. The control points were obtained from X-ray images of a chessboard pattern 

calibration grid taken at 24 different orientations (Fig 4.4). As shown in Fig 4.5a, this 

chessboard pattern calibration grid was manufactured by eroding copper from a Printed 

Circuit Board (PCB). From the X-ray image of this chessboard pattern calibration grid (Fig 

4.5b), it is clear that the spiral distortion in the recorded X-ray images is negligible. The 

estimated radial and tangential distortion coefficients (Equation 4.1) of the left and right X-

ray image intensifiers are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Fig 4.4 The control points were obtained from X-ray images of a chessboard pattern calibration grid 

taken at 24 different orientations 

 

 
Fig 4.5 (a) The chessboard pattern was manufactured by eroding copper from a Printed Circuit 

Board (PCB), (b) X-ray image of the calibration grid, from this plot it is clear that the effect of 

spiral distortion was negligible. 
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Table 4.1 The estimated radial and tangential distortion coefficients (Equation 4.1) of the left and 

right X-ray image intensifiers 

 

4.3 Calibration of the X-ray image intensifiers 

 

To quantitatively determine the 3D displacements of X-ray opaque markers, the camera 

parameters of the X-ray image intensifiers need to be determined through calibration. 

Though the calibration methods for traditional pinhole cameras are well established (Tsai 

1987, Heikkil and Silven 1997, Zhang 1999, 2000), the calibration of X-ray image 

intensifier has not been thoroughly investigated. One simple and straight forward approach 

commonly used by previous studies (Navab et al. 1998, Mischke et al. 2003, Hing et al. 

2007) is to approximate the projection geometry of an X-ray image intensifier by the 

pinhole camera model (Fig. 4.6), which can be described as a transformation from the 2D 

homogeneous coordinates 
 � �
, �, 1�� of the image point in the image reference frame 

(IRF) to 3D homogeneous coordinates � � ��, �,  , 1��  of the object point in the world 

reference frame (WRF) by the following formula,  


 � ! · �,                                                                                                                 4.2 

where P is the projection matrix that contains the camera parameters. The camera 

parameters can be divided into two sets: (1) The intrinsic parameters A described by the 

X-ray image 
intensifier 

Distortion Coefficients 

#$ #% &$ &% 

Left 3.05 -245.47 -0.019 -0.066 

Right 3.00 -194.69 -0.040 0.071 
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3×4 matrix define the transformation between image reference frame (IRF) and camera 

reference frame (CRF); (2) The extrinsic parameters T described by 4×4 homogeneous 

transformation matrix define the position (t) and orientation (R) of camera reference frame 

(CRF) in the world reference frame (WRF) (Zhang and Xu 1996, Heikkil and Silven 1997, 

Hartley and Zisserman 2003). Using the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, the camera 

projection matrix can be expressed as,  

! � ' · ( � )*� 00 *�0 0

, 0�, 01 0- · . / &0� 10,                                                           4.3 

where 	*�, *���  represents the equivalent focal length in pixel dimensions in u and v 

direction of image reference frame (IRF) respectively, and  	
,, �,�� is the coordinate of 

the principal point of the image plane in pixels. 

 

Fig. 4.6 The projection geometry of a distortion free X-ray image intensifier can be approximated as 

a pinhole camera model which can be described as a transformation from the 2D homogeneous 

coordinates 
 � �
, �, 1��  of the image point in the image reference frame to 3D homogeneous 

coordinates � � ��, �,  , 1��of the object point in the world reference frame. 
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The camera calibration method proposed by Zhang (1999, 2000) was used to 

determine the camera parameters of the X-ray image intensifiers. The same set of control 

points were used as in the distortion correction. The camera parameters were computed 

simultaneously with the distortion coefficients using the Camera Calibration Toolbox for 

Matlab (Bouguet c1999-2008). The estimated intrinsic camera parameters for the left and 

right X-ray image intensifiers are listed in Table 4.2. The average, maximum and standard 

deviation of re-projection error indicating the accuracy of determining the 3D position of an 

object point (i.e. control point or a marker) from the X-ray images are provided in Table 4.3. 

The maximum uncertainty in determining the marker positions is determined to be 

approximately 0.36 mm (3.3 pixels). 

 

Table 4.2 The estimated intrinsic camera parameters of the left and right X-ray image intensifiers 

 

Table 4.3 The average, maximum and standard deviation of re-projection error indicating the 

accuracy of determining the 3D position of an object point from the X-ray images 

X-ray image 
intensifier 

Camera Parameters (pixel) 

12 13 24 34 

Left 4288.2 4284.6 239.5 319.5 

Right 4544.5 4471.9 246.5 313.5 

X-ray image 
intensifier 

In pixel In millimetres 

Average 
error 

Standard 
deviation 

Maximum 
error 

Average 
error 

Standard 
deviation 

Maximum 
error 

Left 0.7 0.3 2.1 0.08 0.04 0.23 

Right 0.3 0.2 1.2 0.03 0.02 0.13 
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4.4 Determination of the marker displacements 

 

The marker motions were tracked along the X-ray image sequences using an in-house code 

implemented in Matlab® (The Math Works, Natick, MA, USA). Functions of the Camera 

Calibration Toolbox for Matlab® (Bouguet c1999-2008) were used to remove the 

geometrical distortion of the X-ray images according to the distortion coefficients 

determined in section 4.2 (Fig 4.7). The positions of the markers were extracted from the 

X-ray images using phase congruency corner detection algorithm (Fig 4.8) (Kovesi 2000, 

2003, c1996-2007). The image boundaries were eliminated to highlight the marker 

movements. Between every two consecutive frames the tracking code only looked at the 

neighbourhood of a particular marker to locate and update the position of the marker. In 

this way, the computation efficiency was significantly improved. 

The tracking code determines the positions of the X-ray opaque markers up to a 

sub-pixel level by fitting a parabola to the neighbourhoods of the markers. To evaluate the 

uncertainty of the results obtained using this tracking code, it was applied to determine the 

positions of the markers in 50 image frames in which the markers were kept stationary. The 

standard deviation of determining the position of a particular marker from these frames was 

under 0.01 pixels. This is a negligible value comparing with the uncertainty induced by 

distortion correction and calibration which was determined to be 2.1 and 1.2 pixels for the 

left and right X-ray image intensifiers, respectively. Therefore, the accuracy of determining 

marker positions from X-ray images mainly depends on the accuracy of distortion 

correction and calibration. 
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Fig 4.7 X-ray images of the indentation of the human brain phantom: the geometrical distortions of 

the images were removed. 

 

 

Fig 4.8 The positions of the markers were extracted from the X-ray images using phase congruency 

corner detection algorithm.  
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Triangulation functions of the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab® (Bouguet 

c1999-2008) were used to compute the 3D positions of the X-ray opaque markers from 

their positions in the X-ray images taken by the left and right X-ray image intensifiers.  
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Chapter 5: Modelling of Indentation* 

 

 

Indentation of the soft tissue phantom and the human brain phantom were modelled using 

ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element solver (Providence, RI, USA). As the indentations 

were performed at a comparatively low speed of 1mm/s, static analysis was used. Non-

linear effects of large deformation and displacements were included in the simulation. 

Direct equation solver and Full-Newton techniques were used. Automatic time increment 

method was chosen with initial time increment of 0.1 second. System default displacement 

based convergence criterions of ABAQUSTM/Standard were selected.  

 

5.1 Finite element mesh 

 

5.1.1 Soft tissue phantom mesh  

 

The soft tissue phantom mesh was generated using HypermeshTM (Altair Engineering, Troy, 

Michigan, USA) software package. The outer surfaces defining the geometry of the soft  

* The contents of this chapter were published in the Computational Mechanics for Medicine 

Worksop IV in 2009th International Conference of Medical Imaging Computing and Computer 

Assisted Intervention-MICCAI and accepted for publication to the Computer Methods in 

Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering (CMBBE) Journal. 
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tissue phantom were generated by the HypermeshTM geometry builder module according to 

the measured dimensions (height of 46 mm, diameter of 64 mm, and layer thickness of 9 to 

10 mm). The volume taken by each layer of the soft tissue phantom was discretized by the 

HypermeshTM automatic mesh generator with second order tetrahedron elements (type 

C3D10H in ABAQUSTM/Standard, 10-node quadratic tetrahedron, ABAQUSTM Manual, 

Version 6.7.1). As the Sylgard® 527 gel used to simulate brain tissue in this study is almost 

incompressible, second order elements with mixed formulation and constant pressure were 

selected to prevent volumetric locking (Belytschko 1973, Joldes et al. 2008). The resulting 

soft tissue phantom mesh consists of 13995 nodes and 9195 elements (Fig 5.1).  

 

 

Fig 5.1 Finite element mesh of the soft tissue phantom consists of 13995 nodes and 9195 elements. 

The mesh was divided into five element sets according to the layer dimensions to simulate the 

multiple-layered structure. 
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The soft tissue phantom mesh was divided into five element sets according to the 

layer dimensions (Fig 5.1) to simulate the multiple-layered structure. The characteristic 

element length of the soft tissue phantom mesh was approximately 3 mm. As the solid 

cylindrical indenter (diameter of 10 mm with chamfer of 0.5×0.5 mm) made of Aluminium 

was orders of magnitude stiffer than the soft tissue phantom, it was modelled as a rigid 

body. Therefore, only the surfaces of the indenter were included in the model to define the 

contact with the soft tissue phantom. In the model, the indenter surfaces were discretized by 

3-node and 4-node shell elements (S3 and S4 shell elements in ABAQUSTM/Standard, 

ABAQUSTM Manual 6.7.1). 

 

5.1.2 Human brain phantom mesh  

 

Anatomically valid organ geometry models are essential for accurate modelling of soft 

organ deformations in surgical simulations (Hing et al. 2007, Wittek et al. 2007, Miller et 

al.2009). In this study, the geometry of the human brain phantom was obtained through 

Magnetic Resonance images (Siemens SONATA, 1.5T, Munich, Germany). A digital 

model of the human brain phantom surfaces was constructed from the MR images using 3D 

Slicer 3.0 software package (http://www.slicer.org) and exported in a Visualisation Toolkit 

(VTK) format (Schroeder et al. 2002). Then this model was converted by an in-house code 

into a HypermeshTM compatible finite element input file. The HypermeshTM geometry 

builder module was used to patch and merge the imported surfaces into a closed surface 

defining the entire outer surface of the human brain phantom. This closed surface was used 

as the boundary when conducting volumetric discretization using HypermeshTM automatic 
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mesh generator with the same type of second order tetrahedron elements used in the soft 

tissue phantom mesh. The resulting human brain phantom mesh consists of 41570 nodes 

and 27716 elements (Fig 5.2).  

To model the multiple-layered structure of the human brain phantom, the mesh was 

divided into four element sets representing the layers according to the phantom layer 

dimensions (Fig 5.2a). The characteristic element length of the human brain phantom mesh 

was approximately 5 mm. In order to accurately model the interactions between indenter 

and human brain phantom, in the indentation area (part of human brain phantom directly 

under the indenter, diameter of approximately 22mm and height of approximately 10mm in 

cylindrical shape) the mesh was refined to the characteristic length of 3 mm (Fig 5.2b). 

 

 

Fig 5.2 Finite element mesh of the human brain phantom: (a) To model the layered structure of the 

human brain phantom, the mesh was divided into four element sets representing brain phantom 

layers. (b) In the indentation area, the mesh was refined to the element characteristic length of 3 mm. 
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Consistent with the soft tissue phantom indentation model, the indenter was 

modelled as a rigid body and only surfaces were included in the model. These surfaces 

were discretized by the same 3-node and 4-node shell elements (S3 and S4) used in the soft 

tissue phantom mesh. 

 

5.2 Loading and contact formulations 

 

When modelling needle insertion or indentation into soft organ, previous investigators 

typically applied the loading through prescribed nodal displacements (i.e. surgical 

instruments were not included in the models) (Hing et al. 2007, Wittek et al. 2008). 

Although this is a robust and straightforward approach, the contact interactions between the 

side surface of the surgical instrument and the soft tissue are not included in the model. 

Therefore, to accurately model the interactions between the indenter and the phantoms, the 

indentation was modelled as contact interactions between a rigid body (the indenter) and a 

deformable body (the soft tissue phantom or the human brain phantom). To account for the 

direction change of the indenter surface normal, the contact interactions were modelled as 

two contact pairs: (1) the contact between the head surface of the indenter and the 

phantoms, (2) the contact between the side surface of the indenter and the phantoms. For 

both of the contact pairs, surface-to-surface penalty contact formulations with augmented 

Lagrange constraint enforcement were applied. When conducting the experiments, it was 

noticed that the Sylgard® 527 gel stuck firmly to the indenter, therefore rough friction (no 

slip once points are in contact) conditions of ABAQUSTM/Standard (ABAQUSTM manual, 

Version 6.7.1) were used for the contact pairs. 
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The model was loaded by the motion of the indenter mesh realised by prescribed 

motion to the reference point. The loading speed was kept constant at 1 mm/s for 10 and 

9.5 seconds in the soft tissue phantom indentation and human brain phantom indentation 

model, which corresponded to the maximum indentation depth of 10 and 9.5 mm in soft 

tissue phantom indentation and human brain phantom indentation experiment, respectively. 

 

5.3 Boundary conditions 

 

5.3.1Boundary condition for the soft tissue phantom 

 

In the experiment, the bottom surface of the soft tissue phantom was rigidly constrained by 

a sand paper glued to the stationary base of the custom-built apparatus (Fig 3.5). Therefore 

nodes defining this surface were rigidly constrained in the finite element model (Fig 5.3).  

 

Fig 5.3 The nodes defining the bottom surface of the soft tissue phantom were rigidly constrained in 

the finite element model. 
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5.3.2 Boundary condition for the human brain phantom indentation 

 

In the indentation experiment, the human skull cast that contains the human brain phantom 

was rigidly constrained by the plaster base. The plaster base was rigidly glued to the 

stationary base of the custom-built apparatus (Fig 3.8). It was noticed that the human brain 

phantom stuck firmly to the human skull cast. Therefore the nodes defining the outer 

surface of the human brain phantom except the rectangular hole opened for the indenter to 

access the human brain phantom were rigidly constrained in the model (Fig 5.4).  

 

 

Fig 5.4 The nodes defining the surface of the human brain phantom except the rectangular hole 

opened for the indenter to access the human brain phantom were rigidly constrained in the finite 

element model.  
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Chapter 6: Results* 

 

 

The evaluation of the reliability and accuracy of the finite element models were conducted 

in terms of their ability to predict the forces acting on the surgical instruments (indenter) 

and deformation of the phantoms due to these forces presented by the displacement field of 

the implanted X-ray opaque markers.  

In the experiment, the forces acting on the indenter were measured by a load cell. 

The displacements of the X-ray opaque markers were determined from the X-ray images 

taken by the custom-built bi-plane X-ray image intensifier system. In the models, the forces 

acting on the indenter were calculated directly from equations of continuum mechanics. 

The displacements of the X-ray opaque markers were computed through the quadric shape 

functions of the second order tetrahedron elements (Zienkiewicz and Taylor 1989, Cook 

1995). The comparison between the experimental and modelling results are presented in the 

following sections. 

 

 
* The results of soft tissue phantom indentation were published in the Computational Mechanics for 

Medicine Worksop IV in 2009th International Conference of Medical Imaging Computing and 

Computer Assisted Intervention-MICCAI. The results of the human brain phantom indentation were 

accepted for publication to the Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering 

(CMBBE) Journal. 
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6.2 Indentation of the soft tissue phantom 

 

For Ogden type hyperelastic material constants (eq. 1) shown in Table 3.1, the soft tissue 

phantom indentation model accurately predicted the force-displacement relations of the 

forces acting on the indenter and local deformation of the soft tissue phantom indicated by 

the marker displacements. For indentation depth up to 10 mm (the maximum indentation 

depth of the soft tissue phantom indentation experiment), the error in the magnitude of 

indentation force was within 5% (Fig 6.1).  

 

 

Fig 6.1 Soft tissue phantom indentation: comparison of modelling and experiment results of force 

magnitude in soft tissue indentation. The modelling results were obtained with Ogden type 

hyperelastic material constants listed in Table 3.1 using ABAQUSTM/Standard finite element solver. 
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Comparison of marker displacement magnitudes at the indentation depth of 10 mm 

(maximum indentation depth of soft tissue indentation) between the predictions of the 

model and measurements obtained from the experiments is shown in Fig 6.2. Comparisons 

of the final positions of the markers in XY, YZ, and XZ planes at the same indentation 

depth are shown in Figs 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. Original positions of the markers are included in 

these figures to indicate the magnitude of displacements.  

 

 

Fig 6.2 Soft tissue phantom indentation: comparison between the computed and measured marker 

displacements at the indentation depth of 10 mm.  
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Fig 6.3 Soft tissue phantom indentation: comparison of the computed and measured final positions 

of the markers at the indentation depth of 10 mm in XY plane. Original marker positions are 

included to indicate the magnitude of displacement.  

 
Fig 6.4 Soft tissue phantom indentation: comparison of the computed and measured final positions 

of the markers at the indentation depth of 10 mm in XZ plane. Original marker positions are 

included to indicate the magnitude of displacement.  
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Fig 6.5 Soft tissue phantom indentation: comparison of the computed and measured final positions 

of the markers at the indentation depth of 10 mm in YZ plane. Original marker positions are 

included to indicate the magnitude of displacement.  

 

The maximum, minimum and average value of the differences between the 

experimental measurements and finite element model prediction in the X, Y, Z directions 

and magnitude of the marker displacements are summarised in Table 6.1. The average 

difference of displacement magnitude was 0.47 mm, which is a very small value compared 

to the accuracy of determining the marker displacements from the X-ray images (see 

Chapter 4).  

The likely reasons for the observed discrepancies between the experimental and 

modelling results are the inaccuracies when determining the soft tissue phantom and X-ray 

opaque marker pattern geometry. The soft tissue phantom geometry and the thickness of the 
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gel layers were measured using a vernier caliper. As the Sylgard 527® gel is very soft (as it 

very closely represents the mechanical properties of brain tissue), the accuracy of these 

measurements is estimated to be not better than 1 mm. In this study, the X-ray opaque 

markers were manually placed using tweezers with reference to a template manufactured 

with a resolution of 1 mm. Therefore, the accuracy of the marker pattern geometry is also 

not better than 1 mm.  

 

Table 6.1 The maximum, minimum and average of the X, Y, Z components and magnitude of the 

differences between the measurements and model prediction of marker displacements 

Unit: mm Maximum Minimum Average 

Displacement in X direction 0.16 0.01 0.08 

Displacement in Y direction 0.52 0.03 0.24 

Displacement in Z direction 0.96 0.23 0.48 

Magnitude 0.84 0.06 0.47 

 

A statistical study shows that the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (R) 

is determined to be 0.9981 for the experimental and modelling results in the case of soft 

tissue phantom indentation. To visualise this correlation, a graph is constructed (Fig 6.6) in 

which, for every X-ray opaque marker, the displacement determined from the experiment is 

an abscissa and the displacement computed by the finite element model is an ordinate. The 

data points in Fig 6.6 closely follow a line oriented at 45° to abscissa and ordinate axes, 

which indicates very good agreement between the computed and measured displacements.  
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Fig. 6.6 The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (R) is determined to be 0.9981 for the 

experimental and modelling results. To visualise this correlation, the displacement determined from 

the experiment is an abscissa and the displacement computed by the model is an ordinate. The 

points closely follow a line oriented at 45° to abscissa and ordinate axes, which indicates very good 

agreement between the computed and measured displacements. 

 

6.2 Indentation of the human brain phantom 

 

For Ogden type hyperelastic material constants (eq. 1) shown in Table 3.2, the human brain 

phantom indentation model accurately predicted the force-displacement relations of the 
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forces acting on the indenter and local deformation of the human brain phantom indicated 

by the 3D displacements of the X-ray opaque markers. For indentation depth up to 9.5 mm 

(maximum indentation depth of human brain phantom indentation), the error in indentation 

force magnitude is less than 5% (Fig 6.7).  

 

 

Fig 6.7 Human brain phantom indentation: comparison of modelling and experimental results of 

force magnitude in the human brain phantom indentation. The modelling results were obtained with 

Ogden type hyperelastic material constants listed in Table 3.2 using ABAQUSTM/Standard finite 

element solver. 

 

Comparison of marker displacement magnitudes at the indentation depth of 9.5 mm 

(maximum indentation depth of the human brain phantom indentation experiment) between 
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the measurements obtained from the experiments and predictions of the finite element 

model is shown in Fig 6.8. Comparisons of the final positions of the markers in XY, YZ, 

and XZ planes at the same indentation depth are shown in Figs 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11. Original 

positions of the markers are included in these figures to indicate the magnitude of 

displacements.  

 

 

Fig 6.8 Human brain phantom indentation: comparison between the measured and computed marker 

displacements at the indentation depth of 9.5 mm (maximum indentation depth of the human brain 

phantom indentation). The experiment results show that some markers on the edge of the pattern 

actually moved upwards. The model accurately predicted this motion. 
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Fig 6.9 Brain phantom indentation: comparison of the computed and measured final positions of the 

markers at the indentation depth of 9.5 mm in XY plane. Original marker positions are included to 

indicate the magnitude of displacement.  

 

 

Fig 6.10 Brain phantom indentation: comparison of the computed and measured final positions of 

the markers at the indentation depth of 9.5 mm in YZ plane. Original marker positions are included 

to indicate the magnitude of displacement.  
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Fig 6.11 Brain phantom indentation: comparison of the computed and measured final positions of 

the markers at the indentation depth of 9.5 mm in XZ plane. Original marker positions are included 

to indicate the magnitude of displacement.  

 

The maximum, minimum and average of differences between the experimental 

measurements and the model prediction in the X, Y, Z directions and magnitude of the 

marker displacement are summarised in Table 6.2. The average difference of displacement 

magnitude is 0.32 mm, which is within the accuracy of determining the marker 

displacements from the X-ray images (see Chapter 4). Additional confidence of good 

agreement between the experimental and modelling results comes from the fact that several 

markers on the edges of the pattern are found moving upwards in the experiment results 

and the model accurately predicted this upward motion (Fig 6.7). 

The likely reasons for the observed discrepancies between the experimental and 

modelling results are the inaccuracies when determining the human brain phantom and X-

ray opaque marker pattern geometry. In this study, the human brain phantom geometry was 
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obtained through Magnetic Resonance images with the resolution of 1 mm. The markers 

were manually placed using tweezers with reference to a template manufactured with a 

resolution of 1 mm. Therefore, the accuracy of the human brain phantom and marker 

pattern geometry is not better than 1 mm.  

Parameter study shows that while the deformation prediction of the model is not 

very sensitive to the material properties, the force prediction is greatly affected. When the 

shear modulus µ of the Sylgard® 527 gel was increased by 10 times, the force prediction 

increased by almost 10 times. However, the 3D displacement of the X-ray opaque markers 

that indicates the deformation of the human brain phantom changed less than 1%. 

 

Table 6.2 The maximum, minimum and average of the X, Y, Z components and magnitude of the 

differences between the measurements and model prediction of the displacements of X-ray opaque 

markers 

Unit: mm Maximum Minimum Average 

Displacement in X direction 0.52 0.03 0.20 

Displacement in Y direction 0.72 0.04 0.29 

Displacement in Z direction 0.64 0.02 0.22 

Magnitude 0.83 0.00 0.32 

 

The same method is used to evaluate the correlation between the measured and 

computed marker displacements. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (R) 

is determined to be 0.9927. The good correlation between experimental and modelling 

results is visualised in Fig 6.12. In this plot, the experimental displacement is used as an 

abscissa and the computed displacement is used as an ordinate. In this plot, the data points 
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closely follow a line oriented at 45° to abscissa and ordinate axes, which indicates very 

good agreement between the computed and measured displacements. 

 

 

Fig. 6.12 The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (R) is determined to be 0.9927 for 

the experimental and modelling results. To visualise this correlation, the displacement determined 

from the experiment is an abscissa and the displacement computed by the model is an ordinate. The 

points closely follow a line oriented at 45° to abscissa and ordinate axes, which indicates very good 

agreement between the computed and measured displacements. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work 

 

 

7.1 Discussion and conclusions 

 

In this study, the accuracy and reliability of non-linear finite element computations in 

application to surgical simulation is evaluated through its application in modelling of 

indentation of the soft tissue phantom and human brain phantom. To distinguish between 

the inaccuracies due to the numerical techniques used (e.g. reliability of finite element 

model degenerates when the elements become severely distorted due to large deformations) 

and inaccuracies due to the modelling uncertainties regarding the boundary conditions of an 

organ and patient-specific constitutive behaviour of the soft tissue, the indentation 

experiments are conducted on the soft tissue phantom and human brain phantom under 

accurately controlled conditions.  

To capture the local deformations of the soft tissue phantom and human brain 

phantom, a custom-built bi-plane X-ray image intensifier system (Surgical Assist 

Technology Group, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology-

AIST, Tsukuba, Japan) is used to capture the displacements of the X-ray opaque markers 

planted within the phantoms. After performing distortion correction to the captured X-ray 

images and calibration to the X-ray image intensifiers, the positions of the markers are 

extracted from the X-ray images and used to reconstruct 3D displacements. To account for  
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geometric and material non-linearities, non-linear finite element procedures with implicit 

time integration methods and Ogden type Hyperelastic material model is used in the finite 

element model. The soft tissue phantom and human brain phantom are made layer by layer 

and the specific material constants of the layers are determined by compression test of 

cylindrical samples made from the batches of gel used in these layers. The indentation is 

modelled as contact interactions between a rigid body (the cylindrical Aluminium indenter) 

and a deformable body (the soft tissue phantom or human brain phantom). In both soft 

tissue phantom indentation and human brain phantom indentation, the finite element 

models accurately predicted the force-displacement relations of the forces acting on the 

indenter and 3D displacements of the X-ray markers implanted at the direct neighbourhood 

of indention that indicates the local deformation of the phantoms (see Chapter 5). 

It is hypothesised that the minor discrepancies between the experimental and 

modelling results observed in this study could be attributed to inaccuracies of determining 

the geometries of the phantoms and X-ray opaque marker patterns. In soft tissue phantom 

indentation, the geometry of the soft tissue phantom was constructed by HypermeshTM 

builder module according to the dimensions measured using a vernier calliper (height of 46 

mm, diameter of 64 mm, and layer thickness of 9 to 10 mm). As the Sylgard® 527 gel is 

very soft (as it closely represents the mechanical properties of brain tissue), the accuracy of 

these measurements is estimated to be not better than 1 mm. In human brain phantom 

indentation, the geometry of the human brain phantom was obtained through Magnetic 

Resonance images (Siemens SONATA, 1.5T, Munich, Germany) with the resolution of 1 

mm. Moreover, when constructing the X-ray opaque marker patterns, the markers were 

manually placed using tweezers with reference to a template manufactured with a 

resolution of 1 mm, which should also induce error to the dimensions of the marker pattern. 
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Good agreement between the experimental and modelling results demonstrates that 

for accurately controlled experimental conditions and accurate measured material constants, 

non-linear finite element computations can accurately predict the forces acting on the 

surgical instruments (indenter) and soft organ (simulated by the soft tissue phantom and 

human brain phantom) deformation due to these forces despite the complexity of the 

analysed phenomenon related to non-linear constitutive properties, contact interactions 

between the surgical instrument and soft organ, and very large deformation of the soft 

organ. Good agreement between the experimental and modelling results also highlights the 

predictive power of the non-linear finite element modelling techniques used in this study. 

With notable exception of Wittek et al. (2007, 2008), previous studies (Simone and 

Okamura 2003, DiMaio and Salcudean 2003, 2005, Okamura et al. 2004) typically used 

phenomenological models that rely on fitting various functions to experimentally 

determined force-displacement relations to determine the forces acting on the surgical 

instruments. They did not predict but rather described the soft organ responses. On the 

other hand, the modelling results presented in this study are results of prediction rather than 

fitting the model to experimental data. The forces acting on the indenter are computed 

directly from equations of continuum mechanics. The 3D displacements of the X-ray 

opaque markers are computed from the nodal displacements predicted by the finite element 

model. The results of this study suggest that, when conducting surgical simulation using 

non-linear finite element computations, the main sources of error can be attributed to 

limited information about boundary conditions for the soft organs and patient-specific 

constitutive properties of the soft tissue rather than to the limitations of the finite element 

algorithms. 
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7.2 Future work 

 

In this study, the accuracy and reliability of non-linear finite element computations in 

surgical simulation is evaluated through their application in modelling of indentation of the 

gel phantoms. Indentation of soft tissue is a common phenomenon observed in surgery 

occurs when the surgical instruments touch the soft organ. The phase of needle insertion 

before the puncture can also be modelled as indentation. Modelling of indentation is easier 

and more straight-forward compared to modelling of incision and dissection which involves 

cutting and failure of the soft tissue. Therefore substantial efforts should be made to model 

cutting and investigate the failure mechanism of soft tissue. 

One significant difference separates the human brain phantom indentation model 

described in this study from real surgical procedures on actual brain is the simplification of 

the boundary conditions. The human brain phantom used in this study was made of Sylgard 

527® gel that sticks firmly to the human skull cast. Therefore clearly defined boundary 

conditions (rigid constraints) could be applied in the human brain phantom indentation 

model. However, in reality, the interactions between the human brain and brain meningeal 

layers as well as the interactions between the brain meningeal layers and human skull have 

not been thoroughly investigated yet. Therefore future study towards understanding of the 

interaction mechanism between the human brain, brain meningeal layers and human skull is 

required. 

An important obstacle that must be overcome before surgical simulation could be 

applied in clinical practice is the determination of patient specific constitutive properties of 
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soft tissue. This study indicates that while the deformation prediction is not very sensitive 

to the material properties, the force prediction is greatly affected by the material properties, 

which is consistent with the brain-shift modelling results reported by Wittek et al. (2005, 

2007, 2009). Unfortunately, despite recent progress in elastography using ultrasound 

(Salcudean et al. 2006) and Magnetic Resonance (Sinkus et al. 2005, McCracken et al. 

2005), commonly accepted non-invasive methods of measuring patient-specific properties 

of the brain tissue has not been established yet. Therefore, future progress of surgical 

simulation requires development of reliable non-invasive methods of measuring patient-

specific properties of the brain and other soft tissue. 
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Appendix: Image Processing Codes 

 

 

1. Time averaging filter 

% This function implements a time averaging filter  
%================================Parameters======== =====================% 
% frame_origin: the number of the frames in the ori ginal image sequence.  
% name: the name of the image sequence.  
% t: averaging window.  
% mfs: size of the median filter.  
  
function  [out]=imavg(frame_origin, name, t, mfs)  
  
frame = floor(frame_origin/(2*t));  
 
% Select the image frames to be averaged  
for  i = 1:frame  
    start = (i-1)*2*t+1;  
    stop = i*2*t;  
    big = zeros(640, 480);  % Storage matrix for 640x480 image  
 
% Make file name list and apply the median filter  
for  ii=start:stop  

filename = strcat(name, sprintf( '%04d' ,ii), '.tif' ); 
    image=double(imread(filename));  % Open the images     
    imagemedian = medfilt2(image, [mfs mfs]);  % Apply median filter 
    big = big + image;  
end 
 
% Apply averaging filter  
    outdouble=big*(1/(2*t));  
    out=uint8(outdouble); % Convert to grayscale image  
 
% Display the image and export the image as in .tif  format  
    figure (1);  
    colormap( 'gray' ),image (out);  
    title (sprintf( 'Time average image # %03d' ,i));  
    axis ij ;  
    axis equal ;  
    filename = strcat(name, 'ave' , sprintf( '%03d' ,i), '.tif' );  
    imwrite (out, filename);  
end 
 
% Save the results to disk 
save ( 'workspace' , 'frame' , 'name' ); 
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2. Select the initial position of the X-ray opaque markers 

% This function corrects the geometrical distortion  in the image sequence 
according to the calibration results  
%================================Parameters======== =====================% 
% No input parameter for this function 
  
function  [KK_new]=irect()  
  
% Download data save by previous function and the d istortion coefficients 
determined by calibration from disk  
load workspace ;  
load Calib_Results ;  
  
% Compute the new KK matrix to fit as much data in the image (in order to  
accomodate large distortions)  
r2_extreme = (nx^2/(4*fc(1)^2) + ny^2/(4*fc(2)^2));  
dist_amount = 1;  
fc_new = dist_amount * fc;  
KK_new = [fc_new(1) alpha_c*fc_new(1) cc(1);0 fc_ne w(2) cc(2) ; 0 0 1];  
 
% Read the image to be corrected   
for  i = 1 : frame  
    filename = strcat(name, 'ave' , sprintf( '%04d' ,i), '.tif' );  
    I = double(imread(filename));  
    [m,n] = size (I);  
     
% Display the original(distorted) image  
    figure(1);  
    image(I);  
    axis ij ;  
    colormap(gray(256));  
    title (sprintf( 'Original image # %03d' ,i));  
     
% Display the corrected (un-distorted) image  
    fprintf(1, 'Computing the undistorted image...' )  
    [I2] = rect(I,eye(3),fc,cc,kc,alpha_c,KK_new);  
    fprintf(1, 'done\n' );  
     
% Export the image as in .tif format  
    figure(2); colormap( 'gray(256)' ),image (uint8(round(I2)));  
    axis ij ;  
    axis equal ;  
    xlim = [0, m];  
    ylim = [0, n];  
    title (sprintf( 'The rectfied image # %03d' ,i));  
    filename = strcat(name, 'rect' , sprintf( '%03d' ,i), '.tif' );  
    imwrite(uint8(round(I2)),gray(256),filename);  
    fprintf(1, 'done\n' );  
    close all ;  
end  
 
% Save the results to disk 
save ( 'workspace2' , 'frame' , 'name' );  
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3. Select the initial position of the X-ray opaque markers 

% Manually determine the initial position of the X- ray opaque markers 
from the first frame of an image  sequence, this function provide a start 
point for marker tracking  
%================================Parameters======== =====================% 
% No input parameter for this function 
 
function  [center_initial, marker] = iclick()  
 
load workspace2 ; % Download data save by previous function from disk  
 
% Read the first image file  
filename = strcat(name, 'rect' , sprintf( '%03d' ,1), '.tif' );  
I=imread(filename);  
  
% Determine the initial position of the X-ray opaqu e markers  
imshow (I);  
title (sprintf( 'Please click to initiate the position of the 
markerss.' )); % Display the image and instructions  
[c,r,P] = impixel; % Select the markers and extract the their coordina te  
          using impixel function of image processin g toolbox 
[m,n] = size (c);  
marker = m;  
center_initial(:,1)=c;  
center_initial(:,2)=r; % Store the initial coordinates of the markers 

  
% Save the results to disk 
save ( 'workspace3' , 'frame' , 'name' , 'center_initial' , 'markers' );  
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4. Crop the image boundaries 

% This function crop the boundary of the images to save computation time  
%================================Parameters======== =====================% 
% s: a scale factor to adjust the intensity of the output grayscale image 

  
function  [c_comp, r_comp]=icrop(s)  
  
load workspace3 ; % Download data save by previous function from disk  
 
% Define the four boundaries of the cropped image.  
c_shift(1) = min (center_initial (:,1)) - 30;  
c_shift(2) = max (center_initial (:,1)) + 30;  
r_shift(1) = min (center_initial (:,2)) - 50;  
r_shift(2) = max (center_initial (:,2)) + 50;  
uint8 (c_shift);  uint8 (r_shift);  
  
% Make sure images are cropped instead of expanded  
if  c_shift(1) < 0;  
    c_shift(1) = 0;  
end  
if  r_shift(1) < 0;  
    r_shift(1) = 0;  
end  
  
% Create the matrix to define the cropping boundary  
c_comp = c_shift(1);  
r_comp = r_shift(1);  
dc = c_shift(2) - c_shift(1);  
dr = r_shift(2) - r_shift(1);  
  
% Crop the image  
for  i = 1:frame  
    filename = strcat(name, 'rect' , sprintf( '%03d' ,i), '.tif' );  
    I = imread(filename); % Read the image  

I_crop = imcrop (I, [c_comp r_comp dc dr]); % Crop the image 
         using imcrop function of image processing toolbox 

     
% Display the cropped image and export them in .tif  
    figure(1); colormap( 'gray' ),image (I_crop*s);  
    axis ij ;  
    axis equal ;  
    xlim = [0, dc];  
    ylim = [0, dr];  
    title (sprintf( 'The cropped image # %04d' ,i));  
    filename = strcat(name, 'crop' , sprintf( '%03d' ,i), '.tif' );  
    imwrite (I_crop, filename);  
end  
 
% Save the results to disk   
save( 'workspace4' , 'frame' , 'name' , 'center_initial' , 'markers' , 'c_comp' , 'r_c
omp' );  
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5. Tracking the markers along image sequence 

% This function track the X-ray opaque markers alon g the image sequence 
and return their coordinates stored in a matrix  
%================================Parameters======== =====================% 
% k: noise threshold parameter for phasecong2 funct ion, normally larger 
than ten, higher the figure, more noise is removed.  
% t: percentage of the suppressing threshold of the  corner features, 
between  [0, 1];  
% g: the threshold of adjust the image contrast.  
  
function center = itrack (k, t, g) 
  
load workspace4 ; % Download data save by previous function from disk  
center = zeros (markers, 2, frame); % Create the matrix to store the  
                                      coordinate of  the markers. 

  
% Read the images and adjusts the image contrast 
for  i = 1:frame;  
    filename = strcat(name, 'crop' , sprintf( '%03d' ,i), '.tif' );  
    gray=imread(filename);  
    gray2 = gray*g; % adjusts the image contrast  
  
% Phase congruence based corner detection function used to detect the 
corner features from the image  
    [M,m] = phasecong2 (gray2, 'k' , k);  
    figure (1);  
    imshow (m); % Show the detected corner features  
    imwrite (m, 'track.tif' , 'tif' );  
    title (sprintf( 'Minimum moment of phase congruency covariance 
# %03d' ,i));  
  
% Circular feature detection function used to filte r out the noise points, 
the parameters of this function is pre-selected acc ording to the 
dimension and symmetry of the markers    
    s = fastradial (m, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], 1);  
  
% Define the threshold to suppress unwanted circula r features and return 
the coordinates of the selected circular features. Parameters of this 
suppressing function were pre-determined according to the illumination 
condition of the X-ray image sequence. 
    smask = max(s(:))*t;  
    [r, c, rs, cs] = nonmaxsuppts(s, 4, smask, s ); % Suppressing function 
    rs = rs + r_comp; 
    cs = cs + c_comp; % Compensate the cropped margin  
     
% Match the coordinates to the markers  
    center(:,:,i) = imatch(center_initial, cs, rs);  
    center_initial = center(:,:,i);      
end  
 
% Save the results to disk   
save workspace5 ;  
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6. Match the detected corner features to markers 

% The tracking function calls this function to matc h the detected corners 
to the markers 
%==============================Parameters========== =====================% 
% center_initial: initial position of the markers 
% cs: column coordinates of the markers 
% rs: row coordinates of the markers 
 
function  center_match = imatch (center_initial, cs, rs)  
  
p = size (center_initial, 1); % Determine number of markers tracked  
t = size (cs,1); % Determine number of corner features detected  
center_match = zeros (p,2); % Create the matrix to store the coordinates  
                              of the markers 
dc = zeros (t); % Create the vector to store the offset in column  
dr = zeros (t); % Create the vector to store the offset in row  
 
% Match the detected corner features to the markers . If a detected corner 
feature can be located within the radius (5 pixels)  of a X-ray opaque 
marker, the coordinate of the mark is updated.  
for  i = 1:p  
    for  ii = 1:t  
        dc(ii) = abs (center_initial(i,1) - cs(ii)) ;  
        dr(ii) = abs (center_initial(i,2) - rs(ii)) ; % Determine column  
                                                       and row offset 
        if  dc (ii) < 5 && dr (ii) < 5 ; % Determine if the offset in both  
                                          column an d row is smaller than  
                                          radius of  the marker  
            center_match (i,1) = cs(ii);  
            center_match (i,2) = rs(ii);  % Updated the coordinates  
        end  
    end  
end 
 
% If no corner feature can be located within the ra dius (5 pixels) of a 
X-ray opaque marker, the coordinate of the mark is not updated.  
 
for  iii = 1:p  
    if  center_match (iii,1) == 0;  
        center_match (iii,1) = center_initial(iii,1 );  
        center_match (iii,2) = center_initial(iii,2 );  
    end  
end  
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